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Opener

1. Michael is visiting Mike’s 7-by-3 room. He’s tired of all the bouncing
so he fires Mike’s laser directly from one corner of the room to the
other. Mike’s room is tiled with 1-by-1 squares. How many squares
does the laser beam cross over? Only count squares that

the laser beam enters and
leaves. If it only passes over
the corner, don’t count that
square. In a 4-by-2 room,
the laser beam passes over
4 squares.

Experiment with different room sizes until you can predict how
many tiles the laser beam will cover in am-by-n room, wherem
and n are positive integers.

Important Stuff

2. Kristen lives in an equilateral triangle room, 8 feet per
side, with mirrors for walls. She has a laser and fires it Of course she has a laser.

Doesn’t everyone? Anyone
who lives in a room with
mirrors needs a laser.

from the edge of the room, 2 feet from a corner, parallel
to one side:

What happens to the laser beam?
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3. Draw a 9-by-4 rectangle on grid paper. Chop off the 9 and 4 don’t have any
common divisors greater
than 1. Fancy math people
say these numbers are
relatively prime.

largest square that you can from one side of your
rectangle. Keep removing squares until there is nothing
left.
a. How many squares did you cut in each phase of this

operation? Careful, don’t hit the
edge . . . BZZZZZTb. How big is the final square?

c. Write 9
4 as a mixed number in lowest terms.

4. Repeat Problem 3 with a 27-by-12 rectangle. What
happens?

5. Repeat Problem 3 with a 29-by-13 rectangle. The mixed
number works . . . sort of? Any ideas here?

6. Repeat Problem 3 with a 154-by-69 rectangle. Can you
do this without drawing the rectangle?

7. Write this number as an improper fraction in lowest This fraction walks around
to other tables during class.terms.

2 +
1

3 + 1
5

8. Repeat Problem 3 with a 37-by-16 rectangle. What up
with that! Ooooo weeeeee, what up

with that, what up with that!

Neat Stuff

9. In Problem Set 5’s opener, some groups decided to count
the number of “moves” or “parts” of the bouncing laser
beam’s path. The first “part” of the 7-by-3 laser’s path
goes from (0, 0) to (3, 3), then the second part goes from
(3, 3) to (6, 0), then the third part goes from (6, 0) to (7, 1).
a. How many total parts are there for the 7-by-3 bounc-

ing laser beam?
b. Try again for other box sizes.
c. Compare to the results from today’s opener. Hey, what’s Marcia’s favorite

American Gladiator?
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10. In Problem Set 5’s opener, one group decided to list the
horizontal length of each “part” for the bouncing laser
in a 7-by-4 box, among others. In a 7-by-4 box, the first
three horizontal lengths are 4, 3, 1.
a. Complete the list. How long is it? Don’t worry, this list is much

shorter than Transformers
4. 2 hours and 45 minutes,
seriously, this isn’t Lord of
the Rings here.

b. What is the total of all the values in the list?
c. Try again for other box sizes, and see what you find.

11. Find an integer solution to each equation, or explain why
a solution cannot exist.
a. 3x+ 5y = 1
b. 3x+ 6y = 1
c. 3x+ 7y = 1
d. 9x+ 4y = 1 Hey, what’s Anastasia’s

favorite type of disc?e. 29x+ 13y = 1
f. 154x+ 69y = 1

12. Look back at some of the laser problems so far. Most of
the time, we fire the laser from a corner. What happens if For those about to lase, we

salute you... FIRE!the laser is fired from a different point, but in the same
direction? For example, in Mike’s 7-by-3 room, what
happens if he fires from (1, 0)? from ( 1

2 , 0)?

13. Reynaldo’s room is 3-dimensional and measures 3-by-7- He’s got mirrors on the ceil-
ing, and pink champagne
on ice? . . . When the laser
beam hits an edge that
isn’t a corner, it does what
any beam of light would
do there. Think JCPenney
fitting room and you’ve got
it.

by-11, with mirrors. He fires a laser beam from the lower
left corner (0, 0, 0) toward a speck of dust at (1, 1, 1).
a. What corner of the room does the laser beam hit?

Generalize to other sizes.
b. How long is the path of the laser beam? Generalize!

14. Eric is visiting Reynaldo and doesn’t mess around: he
fires the laser directly from the lower left corner (0, 0, 0)
at the upper right corner (3, 7, 11).
a. How long is the path of Eric’s laser beam?
b. Reynaldo loves Minecraft and so he thinks of his

room as made up of 231 1-by-1-by-1 transparent
cubes. How many of these cubes does Eric’s laser
pass through?

c. Generalize to other box sizes, if you dare! Or, you can Double Dare,
then see if they can
complete the Physical
Challenge.
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15. a. Prove that for any three positive integers a,b, and c, Hey, what’s Calvin’s favorite
type of small sailboat?

gcd(a,b, c) = gcd (a, gcd(b, c))

b. Does the same tactic work for least common multi-
ples?

c. Given three positive integers, what’s the product of
their GCD and LCM?

16. If A and B are relatively prime, show that there is always
an integer solution to Ax + By = 1, and determine a
means of finding the solution without massive guessing. Hey, what’s Linda’s favorite

nickname for Dustin Pe-
droia?

Look carefully at the results of Problem 11 for some
suggestions.

Tough Stuff

17. Figure out the number of “parts” in the laser beam’s Hey, what’s Rachael’s
favorite type of potato chip?
Er.

path for an L-by-W-by-H box (in the style of Problem 13)
before hitting a corner. Remember, a “part” is a straight
segment of laser beam between two points on the sides
of the box.

18. Find the value of this expression:

http://bit.ly/bigchalkboard
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